Tips for safer spring holidays

Follow these tips to celebrate the spring holidays safely this year and help lower the chances of catching and spreading COVID-19.

**Safer** holiday activities

- **Stay home and apart from others** if you have symptoms, if you may have been exposed to someone with COVID-19, or if you are in quarantine or isolation.
- **Wear a mask indoors**, and within three feet of others outdoors. Watch your distance around anyone you don’t live with.
- **Limit holiday gatherings to the current social gathering size limits.** Find these limits in the Protect Your Household guidance at [ReopeningRI.com](http://ReopeningRI.com).
- **Take it outside as weather permits.** Open windows and doors to increase air flow when guests come inside.
- **Get tested** before and after going to a holiday gathering.
- **Remember the THREE Ws!**
  - **Wear a mask** that’s at least two layers thick and fits snugly but comfortably over your nose, mouth, and chin without any gaps.
  - **Wash your hands** often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Or carry and use hand sanitizer that’s at least 60% alcohol.
  - **Watch your distance** by staying at least three feet apart from people you don’t live with.

**Safe** holiday activities

- Take part in an online holiday decorating contest.
- Display holiday decorations in your home or yard.
- Watch a virtual holiday parade or celebration.
- Prepare or order a holiday meal for friends or family. Deliver food to them in a way that limits contact.
- Attend a virtual religious ceremony or celebration.